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MAJESTIC STUDIOS PRESENTS: 

ALL NIGHT LONG DOCUMENTRY OF RUTH POINTER STORY 

 
DOCUMENTARY INVESMENT OPPORTUNITY 

Short Term Investment Opportunity 12 MONTHS $500K 

1. $200,000.00  Invested into current production of this documentary 
2. Majestic Studios is requesting $500k  on a short term 12 month opportunity to complete 

The Ruth Pointer Story “ALL NIGHT LONG”  (Pointer Sisters) a feature documentary; 
currently we have over four hours of footage and here is the promo produced toward the 
completion of this production:  https://majesticfilmstudio.com/portfolio/all-night-long/ 

3. Networks Interested: Discovery Channel, BET Network, History Channel, PBS, BBC, 
Amazon, Netflix, Universal Film Group, Sony, and MTV Europe. 

4. We are offering a Producer Credit to the investor which includes an additional backend 
participation in the sale of the project of 5% with terms of first money in from the network 
will go to pay off a portion of the investment/loan note including interest and fees.  

5. COLLATERAL: We will provide the rights (copyrights) to the project as collateral. 

Additional markets to this production:   Cannes Film Festival May 2021, Telluride Film 

Festival 2021 and Toronto Film Festival 2021 
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FEATURE DOCUMENTARY SUMMARY 
 
 
ALL NIGHT LONG: MY LIFE AS a POINTER SISTER will be an original feature length 
documentary depicting the roller-coaster life of Ruth Pointer from a ghetto in West Oakland, San 
Francisco to international stardom in a musical career spanning four decades. As the daughter of two 
ministers, her youth was punctuated by a rebellion of God and authority that led to a teenage 
pregnancy, a failed suicide, and drug and alcohol addiction. Her recovery and comeback is as 
inspirational as the Pointer Sisters overnight success. 
OVERVIEW 

The stratospheric success the Fabulous Pointer Sisters enjoyed served them an introduction to the 
good life from their humble beginnings.  It was also an introduction to the high life of limos, 
champagne, white glove treatment and mountains of cocaine that were the norm in the high-flying 
1970s and 1980s. Though it appeared the makings of a thrilling life, it was one filled with 
heartbreak, betrayal, divorces, rip-offs, inner demons, addiction and death.  

ALL NIGHT LONG follows Ruth Pointer, the eldest daughter of Elton and Sarah Silas. Both 
parents were preachers of The Church of God and exclusively in charge of Ruth and her six sibling’s 
souls. When popular music and the 1960s counter culture gave birth across the bridge in San 
Francisco, Ruth, Anita, Bonnie and June all ditched the church scene and sold their souls for rock 
and roll. Getting to the top only took the Pointer Sisters six months to reach the summit. The high hit 
them like a lack of oxygen at its peak. Drugs, alcohol and partying began from the start, and as long 
as the hits kept coming, the train kept rolling - at whatever sacrifice.  

Ruth soaked it all in and felt blessed until she realized the things she once held dear had to be shed: 
morals, values, family and friends. Show business was especially hard on personal relationships. At 
the end of the decades-long merry-go-round, the sisters were dropped off at the Devil’s doorstep: 
Anita suffered from depression; Bonnie was an addict; June died and Ruth, through years of 12-step 
work and recovery, reclaimed her soul by embracing her faith. 

The Pointer Sister’s repertoire included such diverse genres as pop, disco, jazz, electronic music, 
bebop, blues, soul, funk, dance, country and rock. The Pointer Sisters won Grammy Awards for the 
top 10 hits "Jump (for My Love)" (1984) and "Automatic" (1984). The group's other U.S. top 10 hits 
are "Fire" (1979), "He's So Shy" (1980), "Slow Hand" (1981), the remixed version of "I'm So 
Excited" (1984) and "Neutron Dance" (1985). They achieved the distinction of becoming the first 
African American group to perform at the Grand Ole Opry in Nashville. They received a star on the 
Hollywood Walk of Fame in 1994 and were inducted into the Vocal Group Hall of Fame in 2005. 
The Pointer Sisters had 13 US top 20 hits and sold over 40 million records and played to more than 
100 million people worldwide making them one of the most successful musical acts of all time.  

In 2016, Billboard magazine ranked them as the 80th most successful dance artists of all time. In 
2017, Billboard magazine ranked them as the 93rd most successful Hot 100 Artist of all time and as 
the 32nd most successful Hot 100 Women Artist of all time. 
 
Ruth, to this day continues the Pointer Sisters legacy performing internationally with her daughter, 
Issa and granddaughter, Sadako. They completed 21-sold-out concerts in Europe this past December 
and 10 concerts in Australia this January. 
 
GUEST APPEARANCES in ALL NIGHT LONG conversing on screen with Ruth Pointer will be: Byron 
Allen, Bruce Springsteen, Sugar Ray Leonard, Chaka Kahn, Lionel Richie, Carole Burnette, Cher, Jane Fonda, 
Arsenio Hall, Ken Loggins, Clint Black, David Foster, Wayne Newton, Downtown Julie Brown, Bo Derrik, 
Bruce Willis, and Richard Perry to name a few. 
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DISCOGRAPHY 

This Discography is a Chronological guide to the Pointer Sisters musical output as a group and as solo artists. 
For the records that charted in the United States, the Billboard chart categories and peak positions are 
indicated. 

SOUNDTRACKS: Taps, Summer Lovers, Night Shift, National Lampoon’s Vacation, ,Children of a Lesser 
God Beverly Hills Cop, Jumpin’ Jack Flash, Stake Out, Caddyshack II, The Karate Kid, Hot Shots, Part Deux, 
Two If By Sea, The Nutty Professor, DonnieBrasco, Ali, Transformers, I’m So Excited!, 2013; “I’m So 
Excited” and Last Vegas, Universal Pictures, 2013; “Neutron Dance” to mention a few.  

DIRECTOR OVERVIEW: 

STUART COOPER-WRITER/DIRECTOR 

Stuart Cooper’s films have won more than twenty international awards.  Notably the Silver Medal at the 

Venice Film Festival, the Gold Medal at the Moscow Film Festival, the Prix CIDALC Gandhi Peace Award 

and in back-to-back consecutive years two Silver Bears at the Berlin International Film Festival.   

 IMDB Link https:Stuart Cooper -//www.imdb.com/name/nm0003837/ 

Cooper’s screenwriting credits include: a feature adaption of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s short story, A Short Trip 

Home.Testament, commissioned by Screen Queensland for the 100th Anniversary of Gallipoli.  Sergeant 

Presley, based upon the novel by Rex Mansfield and Marshall Terrill.  He wrote the feature film Dead 

Reckoning for German producer, Martin Ganz of Stream Films A.G. and Myriad Pictures which is currently 

being cast and which Cooper will direct.  Cooper just completed the screenplay Casino Qaddafi, based upon 

the novel by Graham Tempest and is set to direct his screenplay The Investigation in Utah this year. 

Cooper trained at the Royal Academy of Dramatic Art in London and appeared in films with Orson Wells and 

as one of the dozen in The Dirty Dozen.  He established a London based production company where he began 

writing and directing documentaries and features.  Here Cooper established his partnership with the late Oscar-

winning photographer John Alcott who also collaborated and served as Stanley Kubrick’s longtime 

cinematographer on 2001: A Space Odyssey, A Clockwork Orange, Barry Lyndon and The Shining. 

 
Contact Information 
 
Majestic Studios, Inc. - 1 (888) 363-0911 
Stuart Cooper CEO/Founder- 1 (310) 383-4322 
Kelly Korzon Vice-President/Founder- 1 (310) 869-6754 
Michael Harjo COO/Founder- 1 (702) 513-3614 

www.majesticfilmstudio.com 

 


